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AP 048

AP 033
AP 033/T

The tensile machine is pre-set for accepting accessories 
for compression and fl exure tests. Calibration, moreover, is 
performed both in tensile and compression modes. It must be 
pointed out however that the machine, once equipped with all 
accessories, still cannot be deemed as comparing equally with 
the F 060/U. The F 060/U in fact has all the accessories already 
set into position so that the passage from one test to another is 
immediate, whereas with the F060/EV the various accessories 
have to be mounted as required, and this involves having to move 
considerably large weights. It is therefore necessary to have a 
small crane available for movement of such weights.

METROLOGICAL LOAD CELLS FOR
TENSILE TESTING MACHINE CALIBRATIONS

18.1
 UNIVERSAL TESTING MACHINE

Used in calibration operations as reference cell: 
bidirectional for U.T.M. (compression/tensile) and complete 
with the ball-joint for compression use.
Supplied with a calibration Certifi cate issued by an indipendent 
Laboratory authorized to the certifi cations. 
On request, it can be supplied a SIT certifi cation according to: 
 ISO 376 (class 1) - EN 10.002-3 (class 1) ASTM E74 (class A). 
Stainless steel made. 
Electric lead 5 m.

Accuracy class: 1 ( EN 10002 - 3 and  ISO 376)
Dimensions: dia. 230 x 250 (h) mm. 
Weight: 36 kg. 

AP 031 METROLOGICAL LOAD CELL
750 kN CAPACITY (WITHOUT READER)

AP 033 METROLOGICAL LOAD CELL
1000 kN CAPACITY (WITHOUT READER)

AP 033/T

Offi cial “SIT” Certifi cate - Class 1
AP 031/CC COMPRESSION

AP 031/CT TENSILE

AP 031/CB COMPRESSION/TENSILE

The load cells AP 031 and AP 033 need to be coupled with a 
signal processor adequate to the required accuracy class. 
A microprocessor-controlled amplifi er for obtaining the best 
results (resolution 200,000 digits) is suggested. 
The picture shows, the model AP 048. Its carrier frequency is 
440 Hz (preferable to the usual a.c. power). 
Many important functions are provided and the remote control 
via RS 232 interface is a standard device. 

Our two and ten channel universal signal readout
units for 2-10 channels (AP 045 e AP 048) 

 are illustrated on page 459

BALL SEATING

BASE AP 033 with 
COMPRESSION 
accessories

TENSILE 
GRIPS

High resistance steel: connection threading M 80 x 2 -                     
70 mm long. 

TENSILE GRIPS FOR AP 031 - AP 033


